5 Extensions of the Cylindrical Model
by Lutz Jaitner, August through September, 2018
The cylindrical model, as defined by simplifications (3) through (20), was build to be simple rather than precise.
Accordingly, the computational results based on these simplifications are indicative of lacking some significant terms in
the Hamiltonian.
The following extensions of the cylindrical model are attempting to explore these missing terms, which had been
“approximated away” in the first instance. The extensions themselves are also approximations, therefore they may not
exactly provide all terms lacking from the Hamiltonian.

5.1

Modeling the CP Halo (i.e. the Charge Compensation Layer)

The computational results achieved with the cylindrical model are showing, that CP can have an internal chemical
potential below -300 keV. A CP can carry excess negative charge (for example, 10% more electrons than nuclear
charges).
When a CP is in thermodynamic equilibrium with surrounding matter, the excess charge of the CP has to be
compensated by a surrounding layer of cations. This layer contains room charge, which terminates the electrical field
around the CP, such that the external chemical potential is flat (i.e. the same in the CP and the surrounding material).
The charge compensation layer of cations will be called the “halo” of the CP, whereas the nuclei and the electrons
comprising the CP (without the halo) will be called the “core” of the CP.
The halo can also be modeled as a jellium, like the core.
If the halo is fully compensating the charge of the core, the linear charge density of the halo is:
(152)

λh ≡

Qh
= −λe − λn , where Qh is the total charge of the halo, λn = Q L is the linear charge density of
L

the nuclei in the core and

λe

is the linear charge density of the electrons in the core

For the purpose of computing the electric potential in the core, the easiest way is to assume a homogeneously charged
cylindrical shell with a radius ρ h , which is larger than the radial extent of the electron orbits and the extent of the
nuclear charge distribution of the core. The shell shall be concentric to the z-axis and have an infinitesimal wall
thickness of δρ . The charge density of the halo cations then is:
(153)

σh =

λh
2πρhδρ

The above equation in natural units reads:
(154)

σh =

λn λh
2πrhδr

Equation (55) then has to be modified:
(155)

σ ( ρ ′) = σ n ( ρ ′) + σ e ( ρ ′) + σ h ( ρ ′)

The total Coulomb potential has to be augmented accordingly:
(156)

Φ (ρ ) = Φn (ρ ) + Φe (ρ ) + Φh (ρ )

The potential summands sourced by the nuclei and the electrons had been specified in equation (57). The contribution
of the halo to the Coulomb potential computes as:
(157)

Φh =

1
4πε 0

λ
∫ σ (ρ ′)G(ρ , ρ ′)ρ ′dρ ′ = 8π ε ∫ρ
∞

0

h
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Likewise, with the Coulomb energy of the electrons in natural units is getting an additional summand from the halo:
(158)

EC = E C , n + E C , e + E C , h

The contribution of the halo to the Coulomb energy of a single electron

(159)

EC , h = −

λh
G (rh , rh ) ,
2π

where

λh =

EC ,h ≡ −e Φh Eh in natural units is:

a0λh
ρ
and rh = h
e
ρ0

The additional charge of the halo increases the self-repulsion energy between the nuclear charges. The total selfrepulsion energy then becomes:
(160)

E self − repulsion = En + En , h + Eh , h ,
where

En is the nuclear self-repulsion energy of the core according to equation (76), En , h is the repulsion

energy between core and halo, and

Eh , h is the halo-halo self-repulsion energy

The core-halo repulsion energy can be computed via:
(161)

En , h = QΦh or En , h = −λn LEC , h in natural units

The halo-halo self-repulsion energy is:
(162)

1
1
Eh , h = QhΦh or Eh , h = − λh LEC , h in natural units
2
2

The result in the above equation was divided by two, because the halo charges are interacting with themselves.
The total binding energy according to equation (151) needs to be supplemented by the core-halo and halo-halo repulsion
energies:
(163)

N
1


E B = En + En , h + Eh , h + ∑  Ei − EC , e i 
2

i =1 

The halo is the part of the CP, which interchanges matter with the environment. It would therefore be interesting to
model the properties (density distribution, electric field, pressure, etc.). Unfortunately, this is not trivial: The internal
pressure of the halo is partially caused by electrostatic repulsion of the cations. It is also caused by the degeneracy
pressure of the cation’s core electron shells. The degeneracy pressure depends on how many electrons remain to be
bound to the cations.
Depending on the electrical field strength, part of the cation’s electron shells is ripped away. One can therefore expect,
that the cations close to the CP core are carrying multiple positive charges, whereas the cations at the outer boundary of
the halo are carrying only one positive charge. It was beyond the capacity of the author to model this reliably.

5.2

Polarization of the Electron Gas Around the Nuclei

Simplification (7) models the nuclear charges a uniform jellium, rather than charged points in space. The resulting
electron orbitals are therefore not forming density cusps around the nuclei as one would expect to occur in reality.
It is intuitively clear, that the resulting binding energy with the jellium approach is higher (i.e. more endothermic) than
in reality, where the electrons in the cusps on average come closer to the positive charge of the nuclei.
As an extension of the cylindrical model one can quantify the static electron polarization around the nuclei (i.e. cusps)
by means of Thomas-Fermi screening. The contribution of the cusps to the total binding energy of a CP can be
estimated with this.
Assuming the electron temperature in a CP is

Te < 105 K and the Fermi energy of the electrons (i.e. the difference

between the highest and the lowest occupied electron eigenvalue) is
Therefore, Thomas-Fermi can be applied to a CP safely at the
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For a Fermi gas at T = 0 the state density at the Fermi edge is:
(164)

∂n 3 n
=
, where n is the electron number density and µ is the chemical potential
∂µ 2 E F

Usually, the above equation is used for computing the screening wave number of Thomas-Fermi screening. However,
the electron gas of a CP is not free, because it is bound to a potential well in radial direction. As can be seen in Figure
19, the electron state density distribution in a CP differs from a free electron gas.
The figure shows the state density distribution of a typical CP configuration. The Fermi energy in this case is 166 keV,
the maximum electron number density is n=0.38 1/pm3 and the maximum state density per electron is 11.4 MeV-1
With these values the maximum state density computes as:
(165)

 ∂n 
max(n ) 1.9 max(− σ e )
,
max  = 1.9
=
EF
e
EF
 ∂µ 
where n = − σ e e is the electron number density according to (41)

For computing the Thomas-Fermi screening length in the region of highest electron density, equation (165) will be used
below, rather than equation (164).
However, there are uncertainties, which could hamper the application of Thomas-Fermi screening to CP:
•

A strong magnetic field is present, with unclear (at least to the author) consequences to the polarization of the
electrons

•

It may be incorrect to assume full 3-D screening, because CP mostly extend in axial direction and have a small
radius (in the order of 25 pm, depending on configuration)

Additionally, the Fermi wave number

k F is not a well-defined quantity in CP, because:

•

The axial wave numbers at the occupation edge (Fermi level) are covering the hole range of k-values (in Figure
17), i.e. from 24.9 pm-1 through 28.0 pm-1. The mean of these values is 26.4 pm-1, which is translating into an axial
De Broglie wave length of 0.237 pm.

•

The axial wave numbers are greatly inflated/shifted by the magnetic field. Without this shift, the wave axial
numbers at the Fermi level would probably be an order of magnitude smaller

•

The maximum occupied wave number is greatly anisotropic in CP. In radial direction the shortest De Broglie wave
length is 2.46 pm, which translates to a wave number of 4.92 pm-1

The Thomas-Fermi model is valid only for wave numbers much smaller than the Fermi wave number k F . In other
words: Modeling the polarization cusps at distances to the nucleus shorter than 2 pm is probably of little value, because
the Thomas-Fermi model is just not accurate in this range.
Despite all these uncertainties and in lack of a good alternative, the Thomas-Fermi theory will be applied in the
following.
With linearized Thomas-Fermi screening the induced electron charge density is approximated by:
(166)

r

∞
 ∂n  screened r
(rn ) ≈ 1.9e σ e Φ screened (rrn ) ,
Φ
EF
 ∂µ 
r
shall be the screened potential of a nucleus and rn is the position relative to the nucleus

σ einduced (rn ) ≈ −e2 max
where

Φ screened

r
∞
Φ screened is defined to approach zero at large rn . σ e is the maximum value of the electron
r
charge density at large rn .
In the above equation
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Relation (166) can be converted into a wave-number-dependent dielectric function (i.e. the relative permittivity):
2

(167)

k
ε r (k ) = 1 + s2
k

, where k is the wave number of the polarization (in momentum space)
∞

 ∂n 
1 .9 e σ e
and k s =
(in SI units) is the Thomas-Fermi screening wave number
max  = −
ε0
ε 0 EF
 ∂µ 
e2

The dielectric function can be used to compute the effects of polarization in momentum space:
(168)

σ extern (k )
σ einduced (k )
Φ extern (k )
ε r (k ) = extern
=
1
−
=
, where
induced
(k )
σ
+σe
σ extern + σ einduced (k ) Φ extern (k ) + Φeinduced (k )

σ einduced (k ) and Φ induced (k ) are the electron charge density and the potential caused by polarization.
σ extern (k ) and Φ extern (k ) are the charge density and the potential, which caused the polarization.
The Poisson’s equation relates the electric potential with the volume charge density:

r
r
r
σ (r )
(169) ∇ Φ (r ) = −
, where r is the position
2

ε0

A nucleus with a point charge of

(170)

Φ screened (k ) =

Qn = eZ will produce a Thomas-Fermi-screened potential of:

e

Z
ε 0 k + ks 2
2

The above equation Fourier-transforms to:
(171)

r
Φ screened (rn ) =

The quantity
∞

1 ks

σ e = 0.38e ⋅ pm
(172)

−3

e

r
Z
exp(− k s rn ) , where rn is the position relative to the nucleus
4πε 0 rn
is the Thomas-Fermi screening length. With the values of

E F = 166keV

and

the screening length computes as:

1
ε EF
= − 0
= 3.57 pm
ks
1.9e σ e ∞

The screening length is bit shorter than the minimum distance between the nuclei (4.32 pm for the same configuration).
This might help to understand, why in a CP the nuclei can have such high density.
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Using (171) with (172), the screened potential is plotting as following:

Figure 8

Screened and unscreened potential of a nucleus with nuclear charge Z=24.
The diverging values have been cropped at Radius < 1 pm

The difference between the unscreened potential and the screened potential is not varying much with the radius. This
difference can hence be characterized by a constant, i.e. the screening potential:
(173)

Φs =

eZk s
−1
= 9.7kV , with Z = 24 and k s = 3.57 pm
4πε 0

In line with the above example, for the fusion of hydrogen (Z=1) with chromium (Z=24) the screening potential energy
would be U s = 9.7keV . For d-d fusion there would be U s = 404 eV and the minimum distance between
neighboring deuterons would be 1.50 pm.
The induced electron density according to equation (166) is plotting as following:

Figure 9 Induced electron density around the nucleus of Figure 8.
The diverging values have been cropped at Radius < 0.1 pm
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How much induced charge will be accumulated in a sphere around a nucleus (cusp) with a radius of one third of the
distance to the nearest neighbor nucleus (1.44 pm)? This question can be answered by integrating equation (166) and
using (171):
(174)

Qe

cusp

≈ 1.9e ⋅ 4π
∞

= 1 .9

e2 Z σ e
ε 0 EF

∫

σ e∞
EF

1.44 pm

0

∞

e2 Z σ e
= − 1. 9
ε 0 EF ks

∫

1.44 pm

0

r 2
Φ screened (rn )rn drn

rn exp(− k s rn )drn
1.44 pm



1
rn exp(− k s rn ) + k exp(− k s rn )
s

0

= −1.50e

The induced charge in the cusps is less than two electrons for a nucleus with Z=24. This can arguably be interpreted to
mean, that even the innermost electron shell (K-shell) is delocalized. This interpretation would be supporting the
basic assumption of the cylindrical model, that all electrons of a CP are delocalized.
The electron density

σ einduced e

surpasses

σ e ∞ e = 0.38 pm −3

(i.e. the electron density at large

r
rn ) only at

rn < 0.355 pm . For the purpose of estimating the binding energy contribution of the cusp, the integral can therefore
be limited to

rn < 0.355 pm .

The binding energy between a nucleus (Z=24) and the charge induced by this nucleus in the cusp is:
0.355 pm

(175)

r

r

induced
unscreened
(rn )rn 2drn = 4π ⋅ 1.9e
∫ σ e (rn )Φ

U cusp = 4π

0
∞

= 4π ⋅ 1.9e

σ e  eZ 


E F  4πε 0 

σ e∞

0.355 pm

EF

∫Φ

screened

(rrn )Φ unscreened (rrn )rn 2drn

0

2 0.355 pm

∫ exp(− k r )dr
s n

n

0
2

σ ∞  eZ  1

[− exp(− ks rn )]00.355 pm = −22.1keV
= 4π ⋅ 1.9e e 
E F  4πε 0  k s
Dividing the result of equation (175) by the number of electrons per nucleus (=26.4) yields an estimated contribution
of the cusp to the binding energy per electron of -0.837 keV.
Given, that the contribution of the cusps is so small and there are so many uncertainties in applying Thomas-Fermi
screening to CP, the author decided to not include the cusp contribution in the Hamiltonian during the simulation runs.

5.3

Exchange-Correlation Energy Functionals

Local-density approximations (LDA) are approximations to the exchange-correlation energy functional in density
functional theory (DFT) that depend solely upon the value of the electronic density at each point in space (and not, for
example, derivatives of the density).
Using LDA for a CP (in units of the Hartree energy, cylindrical coordinates) provides:
(176)

E xc [σ e ] =
where

σe

2πL

λn

∞

∫ σ (r )ε [σ ]rdr ,
e

xc

e

0

is the electron charge density in natural units according to (95), L is the axial length of the CP in

ε xc is the exchangecorrelation energy per particle of a homogeneous electron gas of charge density σ e .
units of the Bohr radius, r is the relative radius coordinate according to (94) and

The exchange-correlation energy is decomposed into exchange and correlation terms linearly,
(177)

ε xc = ε x + ε c
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However, the DFT formalism breaks down, to various degrees, in the presence of a magnetic field. In such a situation,
the one-to-one mapping between the ground-state electron density and wave function is lost. Generalizations to include
the effects of magnetic fields have led to the current density functional theory and magnetic field density functional
theory. For reasons of simplicity, these theories are not engaged here.
The approximation quality of DFT/LDA achievable by neglecting the magnetic field is therefore seen as merely
“experimental”. Nonetheless, such rogue approach is detailed below.
The analytically known exchange energy functional in LDA is (in units of the Hartree energy, cylindrical coordinates):
(178)

ε x [σ e ] = −

33 3
σ e (r )
4 π

The Chachiyo correlation energy functional (in units of the Hartree energy), which is based on many-body perturbation
theory, is applicable to the full range of densities:
(179)

b b 
ln (2) − 1 
ln 1 + + 2  ,
2
2π
 rs rs 
3 1
where rs = 3
is the Wigner-Seitz parameter and b = 20.4562557
4π σ e

ε c [σ e ] =

The Wigner-Seitz parameter rs is defined as the radius of a sphere which encompasses exactly one electron, divided by
the Bohr radius.
With the CP configuration of chapter 6.1 the exchange energy per electron is -658 eV and the correlation energy per
electron is -4.6 eV. These values are so small (compared to the other terms of the Hamiltonian), that they were not
included in the simulation runs. Also, the values could be incorrect due to the strong magnetic field.
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